I consider some troubling dichotomies which are pertinent to scholarship in all its dimensions. I look at how their various solutions interpenetrate as well as contradict each other, and how they affect our perceptions in the study of culture. I conclude with some applications from my own study of a transnational community in Slovenia and in the United States. Keywords: semiotics, transnational.

The underlying contrast is that of static as opposed to dynamic structures. This umbrella-like fundamental conceptualization and the tension it generates subsume intertwining paths of oppositions as the following: monofunctionality/polyfunctionality; monosemiotic/polysemiotic; cyclical time or timeless/linear time; history/science or fact/theory; or Polyani's tacit or personal thought/mere ideology. Thinking of the dynamic poles of these apparent oppositions, they may signal positive forces such as creativity, imagination, intuition, individual freedom. But on the other hand, introducing the factor of power, such terms may be lost to the negative pole that is static or nondynamic, and their meanings may be disguised, reduced, reversed, distorted in the service of a ruling power; such as a faction or leader (who may claim sanctions based on ideology, or even magical or mythical sources).

I can only briefly sketch the historical and philosophical background of these interrelated concepts as they bear upon the study of cultures. I begin with Emile Durkheim who classifies the structures of societies in binary opposition as mechanical or organic. For Durkheim these two types are stable, and change from mechanical to organic is only gradual and not based on individual activities and both support social solidarity. In the former type of society specialization is lacking and differentiation is limited to sex and age while the latter type of society is characterized by division of labor more complex than subsistence farming or hunting and gathering. In the simpler societies individuals are essentially all alike and distinguished mainly by sex and age differences. For Durkheim structure is defined as a set of relations among equal entities, continuity being maintained.
by the life process made up of the activities of the constituent parts of the structure. Function is the contribution of partial activity to total activity of which it is a part. Mechanical structure is characterized

*by repetition of homogeneous segments. It is a society of resemblances where individuals differ from each other as little as possible. Solidarity is maintained in organic society since its system of different organs is coordinated and subordinated one to another around a central organ.* [Durkheim 1958: 181]

The effacement of the individual is associated with lack of centralization. The society is homogeneous and the individual is hardly distinct from the group because individual consciousness is barely distinguishable from the collective consciousness of the group [Durkheim 1958: 192, 194]. Social harmony in mechanical society depends on automatic cooperation as each individual pursues his own interest. Collective consciousness shared by all members of these societies is simply the body of beliefs and sentiments common to the average member of the group and has in a sense a life of its own [Aron 1970: 15]. Durkheim emphasizes this position in numerous statements as the following: *individuals are much more a production of a common life than they are determinants of it* [Durkheim 1966: 338]. And *If there is one rule of conduct which is incontestable, it is that which orders us to realize in ourselves the essential traits of the collective type* [396]. The function of this rule is to promote social solidarity and prevention of agitation [397]. The division of labor in organic society has the same function as does personality which is necessary for the cohesion of society and the maintenance of equilibrium [400]. The activity of the individual is the society acting through him and the individual is only the intermediary. Liberty is only apparent [404].

A moral fact is normal for a determined social type when it is observed as the average of that species; or it is pathological in antithetical circumstances. The only method of constructing a positive science of ethics is the observation of moral facts [422]. History has shown that what is moral for one people is immoral for another [423]. The possibility of discerning an eternal law of morality remains in the field of metaphysics. At this stage in every society, *all moral facts consist in a rule of sanctioned conduct* [425].

The mentioned remarks from Durkheim are the essence of circular reasoning where all acts by some method are reduced to one basic function of social solidarity and the composite maintenance of equilibrium. Art and its liberty are reduced to the after play of sanctioned behavior, and Durkheim remarks that emotive behavior lies here, although all such characteristics are rooted in the context of the moral life of the culture, and the basic method is empirical. Restrictive rules are universal for each social type, in this case organic and mechanical. Repressive diffuse sanctions underwrite rules of conduct and this excludes liberty and freedom.

In contrast, I quote Eric Wolf’s defense of individuality and heterogeneity. He writes that individuals are not monads and are differently constructed and social structures are not monoliths.

*We need to find new ways of thinking about heterogeneity and the transformative nature*
Wolf’s position is in strong contrast to the body of theory and practice which reduces liberty, creativity, imagination, and aesthetic and emotive behavior to its role in maintaining social solidarity. The individual who is essentially ruled by the collective consciousness of the society engages only in those activities and tasks which are sanctioned and moral.

Having presented two polar positions, that of Durkheim and Wolf, I now comment upon a famous study cast in the Durkheimian mold and then trace later positions following, deviating or contradicting the essence of Durkheim’s strict empirical basis for study of culture, and society. Thus an early study by Radcliffe Brown, *The Andaman Islanders* [1984 (1932)], is in many respects a realization of Durkheimian perspectives. The Andaman Islands form a chain along the coast of Burma and Sumatra. What is of primary interest to Radcliffe-Brown is the social organization of the tribes of the Great Andaman group, as it existed before European occupation. Accordingly he must rely on memory of the elders and bracket the historical events and changes beginning with the European incursions.

The following are some illuminating remarks demonstrating Radcliffe-Brown’s synchronic and positivistic bias for sociology and anthropology:

> I understand the study of the phenomena of culture by the same inductive methods that are in use in the natural sciences ... The task of the inductive sciences is to discover the universal or the general in the particular. [Radcliffe-Brown 1964: 123]

Thus, *every society adopts and imposes on its members, and toward certain objects, this attitude of mind and behavior I am calling the ritual attitude* [Radcliffe-Brown 1964: 123] a term which Radcliffe-Brown prefers to Durkheim’s concept of the sacred. These terms, sacred and ritual for Durkheim and Radcliffe-Brown, are essentially parallel and introduce us to further posed oppositions. For Durkheim sacred is opposed to profane as pure is contrasted to impure, friends to enemies, and other opposed cultural items. Those in the sacred category are differentiated by affection or sentiment or emotions, referring to their most essential properties [Durkheim and Mauss 1973: 35]. Speaking of the totem and expressing the monofunctionalism of ritual, Radcliffe-Brown writes that *the functions of the ritual attitude toward the totem is to express and so to maintain in existence the solidarity of the social group* [1964: 125]. For the primary object of the ritual attitude is the social order itself. Defining social structure as subject to empirical study, Radcliffe-Brown observes that human beings are connected by a complex of social relations, and social structure denotes this network of actually existing relations. In contrast culture, is not observable since it is an abstraction. In taking this to the extreme, Radcliffe-Brown holds that social phenomena are not the result of the nature of the human beings but are the result of the social structure by which they are united [Radcliffe-Brown 1964: 190–191]. The human being as a person is a complex of social relations, and an
object in which two or more persons have a common interest has social value. Following Durkheim, Radcliffe-Brown defines social function of a socially standardized mode of activity or mode of thought, as its relation to the social structure (is) to the existence and continuity of which it makes some contribution [1964: 200]. It appears that meaning is equated with a system of social sentiments which are developed in the individual by the action of society upon him and by which the conduct of the individual is regulated in conformity with the needs of society. Furthermore ceremonials give collective expression to these sentiments [234]. Function is the total contribution which a particular activity makes to the total activity of which it is a part [181].

An English anthropologist, Edward E. Evans-Pritchard, writing somewhat later, breaks with the positivist, static and anti-historical stance of Durkheim and Radcliffe Brown taking up the other side of the dichotomy, history/science and placing anthropological studies in the humanities and not in the natural sciences. He expanded on history and structure in the following way: A structure can only be meaningful used as an historical expression to denote a set of relations known to have endured over a considerable period of time and a structure can be described as a set of functionally interdependent institutions or sets of social relations [Evans-Pritchard 1962: 81].

As opposed to Durkheim, clearly Evans-Pritchard saw time as not only as circular, but linear, and historical in all societies. While change may be slow particularly in relatively isolated primitive societies, we realize that everywhere and particularly in the contemporary period, change and violence is ubiquitous, and history is charged with documenting the story. Thus we have gone from Durkheim’s social solidarity and essentially static or circular time where structure is an organic or mechanical model, the comparative study of which may yet yield sociological universal laws, to Radcliffe-Brown who is essentially in the Durkheim tradition, the thrust being on equilibrium and mono-functionalism where in primitive societies like the Andaman Islanders all persons are alike, merely, distinguished by age and sex, and time is essentially cyclical.

These positions are then opposed to those of Evans-Pritchard’s since he broke with the view that social structures are like organs, to be studied empirically by scientific quantitative methods following the natural sciences. For, according to Evans-Pritchard the study of social structures is part of the humanities and such structures are entwined with non-conjectural history.

Let us look briefly at the position of the geologist, Stephen J. Gould that does not separate science and history as have the scholars we have discussed, nor does he accept the position that change if it exists is gradual. For J. Gould geological time is metaphorically depicted as time’s arrow and time’s cycle. And change in his linear time is not purely gradual change since punctuated equilibrium, based on geological evidence, accounts for sudden change. Moreover, according to Gould, such a dynamism applies to all time not just geological. For Gould those who separate science and history overlook the interrelations of fact and theory and science and society. Humans are immersed in culture but endowed with imagination, writes Gould, all that Peirce meant by abduction [Gould 1987: 6]. As Peirce wrote, abduction is the process of forming an explanatory hypothesis. It is the only logical operation
which introduces any new ideas [Deledalle 2000: 8] in explaining the dialectics of Peirce’s method. As Gould holds, All dichotomies are simplifications [Gould 1987: 8] such as uniformatism/catastrophism, empiricist/speculator, reason/revelation, true/false [9] and linear/circular vision of time [10]. Gould comments, Dichotomies are useful or misleading, not true or false. They are simplifying models for organizing thought, not ways of the world ... [they] are underpinned by visions about the nature of things. They may be called metaphors but they are not from observed fact [9]. We must have both sides of the so called dichotomies. Thus times arrow is the intelligibility of distinct and irreversible events, while time’s cycle is the intelligibility of timeless order and law like structure [15–16].

Gould traces the argument concerning the nature of time through the constructions of various thinkers starting with the Greeks and concludes that »Something deep in our tradition requires for intelligibility itself, both the arrow of historical uniqueness and the cycle of timeless immanence-and nature says yes to both.« He tells us that The boundaries between oneness and twoness are human impositions [200] using examples from the arts to demonstrate this. Gould’s comment, concerning the universal perception of the double nature of time is exemplified in even the simplest societies where time is both circular, reversible or timeless, as for example the life cycle, the seasons, and cultivation schedules, while time is also perceived as linear and irreversible, and punctuated by unique events: witness memory, genealogical kinship structures, and traditional history as born out by tales and myths.

I turn now to another version of basic dichotomies we have discussed, which intertextually reverberate with Gould’s notion. Here Isaiah Berlin deconstructs the varied meanings and cultural and historical contexts of the term freedom and the associated meanings of roles of the individual. Berlin differs radically from Durkheim, Radcliffe-Brown and Evans-Pritchard in his Freedom and its Betrayal. Six Enemies of Human Liberty [2002]. To Berlin, as for Gould the conflict between statics and dynamics is built into human tradition. He asks how this conflict is played out through human history. He departs from the assumption that the concept of freedom, as we inherited from the Enlightenment, is diversely transformed, distorted, reversed and contained, to support authoritative or tyrannical rule by power holders. To illustrate such permutations Berlin looks at six thinkers prominent just before and just after the French Revolution. A fundamental question posed by Berlin is why should one individual obey other individuals [Berlin 2002: 1]. The six examples are: Helvetius, Rousseau, Fichte, Hegel, Saint Simon and Maistre. Berlin finds that all six thinkers except Maistre claimed they were in favor of liberty yet in the end their doctrines are inimical to liberty in the sense of John Stuart Mill’s goal – namely that it is the right of individuals to freely to live one’s life as one wishes with the reservations that the same rights and the common security of all must be protected [5].

I briefly comment on several examples cited by Berlin:

Helvetius came to the position that man is conditioned to do only what is good and society is ruled by the despotism of elite scientists creating what Berlin calls a technological tyranny, which has been used as a justification for totalitarian regimes [26].

Rousseau’s social contract is also in default since it essentially holds that liberty and
authority are one and all share the general will. As Berlin notes, the cult of the savage man led to anti-intellectualism as opposed to reason. Each individual must surrender to the whole community [44]. Here as above liberty turns out to be the opposite of the traditional liberal view since all individual rights are absorbed by the social contract which expresses the general will. Of course most modern anthropologists would not accept the absence of reason in primitive cultures but assumes that reason is differently employed in such societies for the particular problem solving tasks utilizing the resources of their environment, while magic etc. aids reason where the solution of the task is too challenging.

For Fichte, the German absolute dependence on the prince led to the escape to, and the dependence on, the inner self, but selves are not individual human beings. The self is not an empirical individual. It is a self which is common to all bodies, a super-self which may be identified with nature, god, history and with the nation. In fact for Fichte man is nothing without society [67]. The group alone exists and freedom is submission [71]. This leads to freedom is power and freedom and conquest are one. Freedom becomes the imposition of your powerful will on others.

As Berlin concludes, two notions of liberty were present at the beginning of the nineteenth century representing two irreconcilable views of life, namely liberal and authoritarian, or open and closed; and the word freedom, with its only superficial resemblance to its meaning as enunciated by John Stuart Mill and others, has been a central symbol for both notions, in the latter case no matter how skewed.

For Hegel the individual is reduced to an abstract element of a concrete social structure. There is a supreme spirit who can foresee every move that the individual makes. Thus the dilemma is how can the individual be free. Freedom is only possible if the individual does not defy the rules. The individual must most understand why things cannot be otherwise which means he does not want them to be otherwise [89]. To be free and to be rational are the same. Similarly, but departing from materialism, the Marxist position sees change in society as irrevocable proceeding by thesis, antithesis and new synthesis and the individual life is determined by this model. Thus freedom is dissolved into antifreedom.

Berlin’s final examples are Saint-Simon and Maistre, illustrating again the transformations of the concept freedom, and all the ramifications that such reverses imply, Saint Simon celebrates the rule of the technological elite with its own morality, an enormous business establishment. The state is obsolete. Saint-Simon originated the idea of a secular religion. For Maistre subjection to power and the view that man is vicious outlines his negative position pertaining to man and society and liberty is is not even rationalized in his program [135].

We have named various logistics that consider the dichotomies of statics/dynamic and one of its variations- freedom and traditional concepts of social structure as well as history and science. In most cases freedom in its enlightenment cast, has been the loser, no matter how redefined or rationalized to fit into a particular ideology. Why this is so cannot be answered in more detail in this discussion except to say that history and context including cultural and intercultural influences, as well as the more abstract phenomena of
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Intertextuality are powerful forces and when we look at cultures and world views without accounting for these factors the results are neither powerful nor comparable.

I conclude the theoretical part of this discussion with a famous philosopher’s comment which resonates with those of Gould, namely the remarks by Hillary Putnam in his series of lectures entitled The Collapse of the Fact/Value Dichotomy and Other Essays [2002]. I follow this discussion with examples from what I call a transnational society, namely the village culture of Žerovnica in Slovenia and their migrant family members in Cleveland and Hibbing Minnesota. The story of this double society illustrates some of the interpretations and dependence on context of the terms freedom, liberty, as well as the dynamics of change, the conception of the individual and the relativity of space and permeability of boundaries. Clearly power as a concept and force is variably woven through all these notions having crucial meanings pertinent to the structure and change of human society.

As Putnam holds, philosophy failed to come up with anything in absolute terms. Nevertheless, recognizing that our judgments claim objective validity, and recognizing that they are shaped by a particular culture and by a particular problematic situation, are not incompatible... and this is true of scientific questions as well as ethical ones [Putnam 2002: 45]. The arguments over the fact/value dichotomy originated in an impoverished empiricist and later an impoverished logical positivist conception of fact. On the contrary it is necessary to see that facts and value are deeply entangled [46].

Now, believing that various of these conclusions are relevant to our thinking and indeed misconceptions in analyses of cultural groups I turn to my transnational example (Žerovnica and its environs in Slovenia, Cleveland and Hibbing Minnesota). I pause first to rehearse a few relevant facts concerning the history and geographical environment of these people.

The village of Žerovnica lies in the now independent nation of Slovenia about 70 kilometers from the Slovene capital of Ljubljana. The agricultural economy has been semi self-sufficient with a small surplus for the market. Land holdings were small averaging 8.27 hectares, but a significant number of land holdings were smaller, and some peasant families were landless while a few larger holdings measured 50 hectares at one time. Stony valleys and karstic soil limit the productivity of the land although the waters of the so called disappearing Cerknica lake bordering the village land recede in summer laying bare hay lands harvested by all surrounding villagers. The village is composed of 59 houses and is known to be very old. Under the Austrians serf obligations were finally abolished in 1848. However the agrarian crisis of the 1890s led to widespread emigration to the United States. The inter-war period under the new South Slavic state is remembered by villagers as one of poverty and increased difficulties for emigration as well as conscription in the army. During the World War II, Italians and Germans occupied Slovenia but partisan resistance was widespread, in which many of the villagers participated. The communist period following World War II brought pressure for collectivization although only to a limited degree successful, while the občina (local administrative unit) attempted to abolish what local autonomy there was and instituted control over all local markets for lumber, cattle and other products cutting deeply into the household economy. Communist rule ended in 1991, when after a short period of resistance, Slovenia attained independence.
Meanwhile the emigrants to Cleveland began to compose a little Slovenia in the industrial heart of the steel mills, in which the village of Žerovnica was very well represented. The complex intercommunication and the changing world views of members both at home and overseas as well as the persistence and changing meanings of many traditional patterns, rituals and objects both at home and in the migrant community, led me to consider the two communities as interlocked creating a transnational phenomena. Such brief narrative barely hints at the subtleties and complexities and changes of our transnational communities.

I ask what is the pertinence of the discussions of the various authors to a semiotic interpretation of the changing transnational community on which I focus here, its part separated by two continents? As a beginning such an approach engenders looking behind the first impression of a peaceful and aesthetically charming cluster of house and surrounding cultivated strips, overlooked by the counts castle as it has from time immemorial, and behind the common aphorism, *We are friendly village and all have equal amounts of land*.

Firstly Putnam’s entanglement of various dichotomies is highly relevant before and after the period of emigration. In other words fact and values are interrelated and are shaped by a particular culture and as he implies by the point of view of the observer but with these reservations they maintain an objective validity. For example, while lumbar was traditionally seen as the greatest security for peasants, as villagers say lumbar is like gold, this did not prevent the ruling power from seeing lumbar as a threat, as a private industry which must be controlled so that lumbar sales would not become an unregulated form of private ownership. Secondly, agreeing with Evans-Pritchard, history has been a powerful formative factor, and historical awareness of the various epochs affecting the village from serfdom to today is very much in the consciousness of the villagers. Thirdly, notwithstanding outside impressions of the village of Žerovnica as an unchanging and homogeneous well-bordered village of happily cooperating peasants, as Radcliffe-Brown saw the Andaman Islanders or as Robert Redfield saw Tepotzlan (only altered when Oscar Lewis restudied that village), nevertheless these perceptions did not reflect reality or the inner view of the various inhabitants. Indeed factions and particular changes of the social structure and values bears some resemblance to Stephen J. Gould’s punctuated equilibrium. Finally Berlin’s *Freedom and its Betrayal* is echoed. There were at least four epochs in Žerovnica history: which I briefly described.

Since the 1890s, memory and rituals bound the urban migrant and the villagers at home often on a semiotic level where objects, songs, etc. gained new power and changed meanings when the villagers were split from the migrants. In all these events space was anything but fixed but rather semiotized, endowed with particular values, from the feudal period where high over the village was the value of the Church and even higher the overlooking counts castle. Boundaries were equally vulnerable to changing perspectives. Indeed the village boundary came to be perceived as incorporating communities in America, and for the elder generation the once distant Ljubljana became a commuting trip to the present younger generation. Traditional music that faded out during the communist period became a semiotic index of the overseas villagers who organized a chorus and brought back the
resurrected songs to the villagers in their frequent returns home. Everyday objects were imbued with new and special value which became particularly clear in the ethnic community but also in the home village. For example the sound of threshing reminds villagers of the earlier atmosphere of collective activities. Or in the ethnic community replicas the kozolec (the traditional hay drying rack), becomes a powerful symbol of former village activities. Throughout these examples of apparent binary oppositions or reversals of meaning of concepts we must take account of Peirce’s third, thus the symbolic, indexical and iconic levels of sign texts. Indeed Peirce’s fallibilisms, and abduction mentioned by Gould, pertains to the complex entanglement of fact/value and other oppositions and most importantly static and dynamic structure, as opposed to changing values of space and changing social structure. Thus Žerovnica is not Redfield’s Tepotzlan or Radcliffe-Brown’s Andaman Islanders.
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DRUŽBENA STRUKTURA IN SVOBODA. SEMIOTIČNE ŠTUDIJE KULTURE

Avtorica v razpravi premičujejo o dibotomijah, ki so stalno navzoče pri razlagi fenomenov, s katerimi so se ali se v konkretni izkušnji terena srečajo raziskovalci kulturnih praks. Osnovni kontrast je razmerje med statično in dinamično strukturo, tj. razmerje, ki pokriva temeljne konceptualizacije in napetosti, ki jih generira v obliki opozicij: mono- vs. polifunkcionalno; ciklični vs. linearni čas itn. Vsi ti dinamični poli lahko nakazujejo pozitivne sile, npr. ustvarjalnost, domišljijo, osebno svobodo; v primeru rabe moči pa postanejo ti koncepti statični, njihov pomen se sprevrne, saj morajo služiti vladajočemu.


Edward E. Evans-Pritchard prelamlja s pozitivistično, statično in protizgodovinsko držo Durkheima in Radcliffe-Browna, in se opre na drugo stran dibotomije – zgodovina/naznan – pri čemer umeti antropološke študije v humanistik in ne v naravoslovno znanosti; časa ne dojema le ciklično, marvev tudi linearno, zato zapisuje, da labko struktura pomeni nekaj kot zgodovinski izraz, niza razmerij, ki je vztrajal upoštevanja vredno časovno obdobje [Evans-Pritchard 1962: 81].

Za geologa Stephena J. Goulda je geološki čas metaforično izražen kot časovna puščica in časovni cikel. Kdor razlikuje med znanostjo in zgodovino, spregleduje medsebojna razmerja med dejstvi in teorijo, med znanostjo in...

Tudi v najpreprotejšjih družbah je čas cikličen, npr. pri letnem ciklu, in bkratni linearen, označen z enkratnimi dogodki, npr. spominji in tradicionalno zgodovino, poročeno iz zgodb in mitov.


Pomislek autorica sklene s komentarjem misli Hillaryja Putnama [2002], pri čemer uporablja primere iz transnacionalne družbe, tj. vasi Žerovnica v Sloveniji in njenih družinskih članov in sorodstva v Clevelando in Hibbingu, Minnesota. Zgodba dvojne družbe ponazarja nekatere interpretacije in odvisnost od konteksta pojmov svoboda, prostost, dinamika sprememb; koncepta individualnega, relativnosti prostora in prepustnosti meja. Pri tem je moč kot koncept in sila različno vzkmana v vsa ta stališča, ki imajo ključne pomene, ustrezne strukture in spremembe človeške družbe.


Z upevnavanjem izbodiča, da so različno sklepi pomembni za naše mišljenje, in tudi za zgrešene predstave in analize kulturnih skupin, se autorica osredotoči na transnacionalni primer Žerovnica. Vasi je okrog 70 km oddaljena od slovenske prestolnice, Ljubljane. Podeželska ekonomija je bila na pol samo-zadostna, z nizkimi presežki za tržišča. Lastniki so imeli pospešno okrog 8,27 hektarja, nekaj knečkih družin

Medtem so izseljeni v Clevelandu, v industrijskem jelekarskem središču, začeli sestavljati »majhno Slovenijo«, v kateri je bila Žerovnica zelo dobro predstavljena. Kompleksna interkomunikacija in spreminjanje nazorov Žerovničanov doma in na drugi strani oceana, kakor tudi vzraščanje in spreminjajoči se pomeni mnogih tradicionalnih vzorcev, ritualov in objektov, so avtorico napotili, da je obe skupnosti obravnavala kot trdno speti, ustvarjalni, transnacionalni fenomen.

Kaj nam torej za semiotično interpretacijo spreminjajoče transnacionalne skupnosti, ki živi na dveh kontinentih, prinašajo obravnavne omenjenih avtorjev? Gre za pogled, ki preseže prve vtise o spokojnem in estetsko očarljivem obcestnem naselju, obkroženem z negovanimi progami, ki jih je v pradavnem času nadziral grajski grof, in splošni skupni aforizem ‚Tu smo si prijazni in vsi imamo enak delež zemlje.‘

Putnamova prepletenost različnih dibotomij je posebej relevantna pred in po obdobju izseljevanja. Dejstva in vrednosti so med seboj povezane in oblikovane v določeni kulturi in s pogledom opazovalca, a s temi pridržki vzdržujejo objektivno veljavnost. Stavbni les, ki so ga včasih imeli za zlato, je pomenil vladajočim grožnjo, saj so želeli v celoti nadzirati zasebno industrijo. Po Evansu-Pritchardu je bila zgodovina močan formativni dejavnik, zgodovinska zavest o različnih obdobjih od tlačanstva do današnjih dni je pri vaščanih zelo uzaveščena. Kljub zunanjim vsom o vaši Žerovnica kot nespremenljivi in homogeni, lepo razmejeni vasi in kmetih, ki srečno sodelujejo, kakor je Radcliffe-Brown videl andamanske otočane ali Robert Redfield Tepotzlan, te percepcije ne izražajo resničnosti notranjega pogleda samih vaščanov. Različne pripadnosti in spremembe v družbeni strukturi in vrednotah so podobne Gouldovu poudarjenemu ravnovesju.
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